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IT must be time for a Royle celebration in Jessica Hynes' household as her
sitcom Up The Women has been given a seconds series.
The BBC2 comedy about a group of women in 1910 who form a Women's Suffrage movement is
written by and stars Jessica Hynes and features Rebecca Front.

Made by BBC In-House Comedy and Baby Cow Productions, Jessica said of the news: "I am very
pleased that the Banbury Intricate Craft Circle Politely Request Women's Suffrage, BICCPRWS, will
continue to convene on the British Broadcasting Corporation.

"Our members are thrilled and our passion for social change through militancy burns brighter than
ever.

"We are composing an incendiary pamphlet and designing our very own BICCPRWS egg cosies to
celebrate this momentous occasion. Up The Women!"
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At the Front ... stars Jessica and Rebecca
BBC/Gary Moyes

The show also stars Gavin & Stacey's Adrian Scarborough, Angus, Thongs And Perfect Snogging
star Georgia Groome, After You've Gone actor Ryan Sampson and Hotel Babylon actress Emma
Pierson.

BBC2 controller Janice Hadlow said: "I'm delighted to welcome the Banbury Intricate Craft Circle to
BBC2.

"With brilliant writing from Jessica Hynes and a fabulous cast including Rebecca Front, Judy Parfitt
and Adrian Scarborough, Up The Women is a wonderful addition to comedy on the channel."
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Upton is off the
market
SUN Online favourite
has bagged herself a
hunky new man

TV 12/06/13

The Notorious
B.I.G Brother!
POLL: FROM Kinga to
Makosi to Nasty Nick
and Jade — who are
the most memorable
housemates?

FILM 12/06/13

First look at
Naomi Watts in
Diana movie
VIDEO: AUSSIE
actress stars in eagerly-
awaited Princess of
Wales biopic

TV 12/06/13

Derek Hough
confirms: I DID
date Cheryl
DANCING With The
Stars favourite speaks
for the first time about
his romance with Cole

SHOWBIZ 12/06/13

Honorary
degree awarded
to Emeli Sande
POP star awarded
honour after performing
at both Olympic
ceremonies

SHOWBIZ 12/06/13

So in Love!
Jennifer shows
off baby bump
as she cuddles
up to fiancé
ACTRESS Jen looks so
happy in Florence

FILM 12/06/13

Mariah doesn't
Carey who sees
her without
make-up
POP star looks almost
unrecognisable playing
a field slave

SHOWBIZ 12/06/13

Kim K is not
West pleased
with Kanye
STAR is reportedly
furious at rapper for
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partying with pals in
New York without her

SHOWBIZ 12/06/13

Shower wower
Maria Fowler
cools off by the
pool in Marbs
EX-TOWIE beauty
gives sunbathers an
eyeful in skimpy bikini

SHOWBIZ 12/06/13

Married Tamara
and Jay throw
one Ecc of a
wedding party
ECCLESTONE and
Rutland celebrate at a
beach bash in France

TV 12/06/13

It's fur the
animals! Rylan
Clark peels off
for PETA
BIG Brother's Bit On
The Side host poses
naked for poster

TV 12/06/13

Has Denise
Welch been
taking style tips
from Jedward?
TWITTER snap shows
star's bleached blonde
hair stood on end

FILM 12/06/13

Jackie Chan:
The Musical
coming soon
LEGENDARY martial
arts actor has revealed
he is adapting his 1998
autobiography

TV 12/06/13

Hollywood's
jilted wife is
struggling to 'go
it alone'
ALEXANDRA reveals
she is finding being a
single mum tough

SHOWBIZ 12/06/13

Bit Reese-ky!
Witherspoon
falls victim to a
gust of wind in
short skirt
STAR has to hold down
mini as wind picks up
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